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Nuclear power is undergoing a tremendous renaissance, with 61 units currently under construction 
and about 500 further reactors already under contract or planned within the next two decades. 
More than 150 different projects, many of them joint ventures, are competing against each other to 
attract technology suppliers. If projects are implemented as their owners intend, global investment 
volumes will be in the range of the annual gross domestic product of leading European countries 
and will exceed thousands of billions of euro. 

Typically, owners run their projects to very tight time schedules but in many cases the project team 
is new to the nuclear sector or has only limited nuclear new build experience. The Arthur D. Little 
study, “Nuclear New Build Unveiled”, analyzes trends and challenges in the nuclear industry with 
regard to new build projects as well as providing insights into the approach of owners and project 
companies towards their projects. The study concludes that, besides its technical complexity, the 
management challenges posed by a nuclear new build are often underestimated and call for 
professional management of nuclear new build ventures. This publication is a summary of the study. 

Executive Summary
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While the political debate continues in some countries regarding 
the benefits and risks of nuclear power, a snapshot of the status 
of nuclear new build shows that currently 49 countries intend to 
implement a nuclear program within the next two decades.

Sweden, for example, is considering reversing its strategy to 
abandon nuclear power and Italy is planning the return of nuclear 
power with 13GW third-generation (GEN III) technology. Many 
more nuclear newcomer countries are participating in workshops 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency and evaluating their 
options for establishing a national nuclear program.

Within the next ten years a first wave of 122 units is expected 
to start commercial operation in several countries around the 
world. A further 106 units could be commissioned in the following 
decade if current plans come to fruition. Owners and governments 
have announced their intention to build another 334 units in the 
long term (see figure 1).

Of course, these statistics do not define tomorrow’s nuclear 
landscape. Nuclear new build involves too many uncertainties to 
provide a reliable picture of future developments. Still, the ambitions 
of more than 150 new build projects globally to build at least one 
plant show that nuclear new build has a significant position in the 
portfolio of carbon-free electricity-generation technologies.

In the most optimistic scenario, the number of commissioned 
nuclear power plants (units) is expected to increase steadily until 
2030 by a compound annual growth rate of 12% (see figure 2) 
and reach a first peak in 2020 with 21 units starting commercial 
operation. Even when the current challenges involved in financing 
nuclear power plants are taken into account as well as the 
tendency for some governments to exaggerate their nuclear new 
build ambitions for political reasons, a more realistic scenario still 
shows a compound annual growth rate of 7% over the next 
20 years. In this scenario, a first peak will occur in 2014 assuming 
that several units that are already under construction are 
completed. Following this, a slight decline in growth will occur due 
to the postponement of some projects by their owners.

Nuclear New Build Today: A Snapshot

Figure 1. Expected number of nuclear new build units 
(status June 2010)

1) COD = Commercial Operation Date
Source: World Nuclear Association, Arthur D. Little Analysis
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Figure 2. Expected commercial operation dates 
(status June 2010)
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In order to provide detailed insights into the approach and existing 
challenges of owners towards their nuclear new build projects, 
Arthur D. Little has developed a nuclear new build database. The 
database includes – in addition to comprehensive statistical data 
– in-depth interviews with market participants from the entire 
nuclear new build value chain (e.g. reactor vendors, Architect 
Engineers, financing institutions, utilities and project companies, 
etc.) and serves as a central analytical tool.

The database includes all nuclear new build projects and their 
units that are currently under construction or being planned, 
along with a number of information areas including general 
project characteristics, technology, licensing, financing and 
procurement (see figure 3).

The technology dimension of the database, for example, which 
includes the status of the widely favoured light water reactor 
(LWR) technology, shows that currently, a decision on the 
supplier of the nuclear steam supply system (nuclear vendor) 
has been taken for 149 units (see figure 4).

The current spectrum of light water reactor designs includes  
12 different reactor types or families of design, which are 
marketed by vendors as competitive standard designs.  
Some proprietary reactor designs exist but these are not 
considered here. They are included in the database alongside 
heavy water reactors.

Selected for 30 units, the most common light water reactor 
designs are the Chinese pressurized water reactors of the CPR 
family. At present, they are under construction only in China 
and they reflect China’s ambition to establish a strong domestic 
nuclear industry. It is China’s national strategy to become a 
global exporter of its two nuclear third-generation designs in 
the future. The country is developing knowledge rapidly by 
collaborating with well-established foreign partners and through 
its own extensive research program.

Characteristics of New Build Projects

Figure 3. Information areas on the nuclear new 
build database
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Figure 4. Lightwater reactors already formally chosen 
by owner (status June 2010)
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The Russian VVER reactor design family, developed by nuclear 
vendor Rosatom, has also been chosen for various nuclear 
new build projects, mainly in Asia, Russia and Eastern Europe. 
Currently, there are 17 units with this design under construction 
and the decision has been taken to use this technology for an 
additional 12 units.

The design most commonly marketed by nuclear vendors in the 
western hemisphere is Westinghouse’s AP-1000 (selected for 29 
units), followed by Areva’s EPR reactor (selected for 22 units). The 
ABWR reactor design family, which is marketed by several nuclear 
vendors (GE/Hitachi, Toshiba and its subsidiary Westinghouse), is 
less popular in terms of units. At present, globally, there are plans 
to implement 15 units of the ABWR design.

Other reactors in the market are at an earlier design phase. 
These reactors have not yet reached a degree of design maturity 
that is broadly accepted by the market or licensed by regulators. 
Among them are Areva’s ATMEA1 and Kerena reactors as well 
as General Electric’s ESBWR. Whereas the Kerena is under 
close consideration by some new build projects but has not yet 
been formally selected, the ESBWR has already been selected 
for one project to be implemented some time in the future.

Summarizing this snapshot, the technology analysis reveals  
two key considerations for owners who plan to implement a 
nuclear program:

1.	 Given	that	“first	of	a	kind”	engineering	imposes	tremendous	
challenges on the suppliers and owners from a technology 
point of view, reactor types that have already been constructed 
several times have an advantage due to design maturity. The 
analysis	identifies	those	designs	that	are	most	popular.

2. At the same time, depending on the timeline of the projects 
that have already selected a certain type of reactor, other 
(competing) projects might have a disadvantage in terms of 
labor provision by the supplier as well as reduced negotiating 
power if engineering and construction schedules collide.

A detailed look at the procurement and contracting approach 
of nuclear new build projects reveals a correlation between 
the contract approach chosen and the degree of experience 
owners have. In general three broad contract approaches can be 
identified. They are:

 n Component (or multiple-package): The owner, possibly 
with the help of an engineering consultancy, assumes overall 
responsibility for design, procurement and construction of the 
plant. A large number of contracts (e.g. for pipes) are issued to 
various contractors who carry out parts of the project. 

 n Island (or split-package): Overall responsibility for design, 
procurement and construction of the plant is divided among 
a relatively small number of contractors, who are responsible 
for the functionally integrated systems of the overall plant 
(i.e. nuclear island, conventional island and balance of plant).

 n Turnkey (or EPC): The supply of the complete nuclear power 
plant, ready for commercial operation, is the responsibility 
of one general contractor (EPC contractor) or a consortium, 
which acts as general contractor. Nowadays a turnkey  
approach	does	not	necessarily	have	to	be	fixed	price.

The analysis of the 61 units currently under construction shows 
that only owners (or their project team) with a high level of 
experience implement their new build using a component 
approach. Less-experienced owners currently building a plant 
tend to choose either a turnkey or an island approach (see figure 
5 overleaf). 

This analysis reveals a clear tendency among owners that  
do not have much experience to shift as much responsibility 
as possible for design, interface management and overall risk 
exposure to suppliers even though these suppliers demand a 
turnkey premium.
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Although not shown in this summary report, a similar analysis 
for those projects that are currently at an advanced planning 
stage but not yet under construction produces an even clearer 
picture. Here, owners without any new build experience opt 
overwhelmingly for a turnkey approach. A component or island 
approach has been chosen for only a single project. 

In summary this snapshot of the procurement and contracting 
approaches reveals two key insights, which need to be 
understood by the owner:

1. Actual market behavior shows that inexperienced owners are 
aware of the inherent risks of island or component approaches. 
They do not overestimate their own capabilities and have a 
realistic view of the complexity and risks of nuclear new build.

2. Prior to deciding on the contractual approach and level of 
responsibility to be assumed by the owner’s project team, 
owners need to undertake a detailed assessment of their 
own competences in order to be able to develop a  
comprehensive procurement/contracting strategy.

As the examples discussed here show, a detailed analysis of 
the market landscape and project environment provides an 
additional perspective on the strategic planning of a nuclear 
venture and should be completed early on in the project by the 
owner’s new build project team to ensure that decision-making 
is as objective as possible.

Figure 5. Owner’s experience and contract approach of 
units under construction (status June 2010)

No. of units [n=61]

Definition: Owner’s experience defined by owner’s new build projects finished during last 
10 years (and projects currently in progress):
– No: Neither new build nor nuclear operating experience
– Low: Only operating experience and no new builds prior to current project
– Medium: Already started construction of one or two plants (excl. current project)
– High: Three or more new build projects implemented (excl. current project)
Source: Arthur D. Little Analysis
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For suppliers and owners alike, it is important to understand critical 
issues associated with the nuclear new build supply chain. These 
include existing global problems with the availability of critical 
components, insufficient willingness on the part of the financial 
markets to support nuclear new build, the availability of skilled 
labor and many more.

Data from Arthur D. Little’s nuclear new build project database 
together with data provided by technology suppliers offers a 
number of insights into critical areas of the supply chain, including 
heavy forgings (i.e. long-lead items) and skilled labor. In addition to 
the current tight situation on the financial markets, it is crucial that 
owners address these two issues in order to avoid delays and/or 
price escalation. Resolving the issues of long-lead items and skilled 
labor will help ensure all work is of excellent quality, something 
that is central to the success of a new build.

Long-lead items

Analysis of demand and supply with regard to typical long-lead 
items (e.g. nozzle shell flange for reactor pressure vessel) shows 
that the issue of bottlenecks for heavy forgings has been largely 
resolved. This holds true at an overall level (see figure 6) and on a 
reactor-design-specific level as well, as explained in the study.

An assessment of demand and supply for large forgings for the 
first wave of nuclear new build until the year 2024 indicates that 
sufficient forging capacity will be available in time. This means 
project delays caused by non-availability of forging components 
can be avoided and timely slot reservation is no longer that 
critical. This projection includes the capacity of the 14,000-ton 
presses needed to manufacture ultra-large forgings from 
heavy steel ingots for the different reactor types. These have 
been a key concern in the recent past. According to capacity 
projections from suppliers such as Japan Steel Works, Sheffield 
Forgemasters, Areva/SFARSteel and others, sufficient capacity 
will be available by the time nuclear new build projects require 
the manufacture of large forgings to begin.

Owners should be aware that expanded or new production 
lines carry with them the risk of lower quality in the period 
immediately after start-up, and must monitor carefully whether 
suppliers will be able to produce components to nuclear-grade 
quality. Proof is still required that problems with quality do not 
effectively negate newly expanded capacity.

The Arthur D. Little study shows that bottlenecks could arise 
in other areas of the nuclear new build supply chain as well. In 
total the study examined 153 key plant components; 25 were 
considered potentially critical. In Central Europe, for example, 
there are only a few suppliers of heavy lifting and transport 
equipment. Depending on overlaps in projects’ time schedules, 
this could be a source of unexpected risk; although not 
excessively critical, it could still delay the project.

Skilled labor

In contrast with the issue of long-lead items, a highly critical issue 
– and one that is already prevalent – is the lack of suitably qualified 
and experienced personnel. This situation is especially critical in 
Central Europe and among member states of the European Union. 
Here regulatory requirements, even though they are less 
prescriptive than those in the US, for example, demand 
considerably more skilled staff. 

Supply Chain: Still an Issue?

Figure 6. Global demand and supply in large forgings 
(status June 2010)
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Based on different labor-demand scenarios, the Arthur D. Little 
study indicates likely shortages in a number of labor categories. 
If project schedules achieve their current projections, more 
than 65,000 people will be needed to work on nuclear new 
build throughout Europe by the year 2018 (see figure 7). A more 
realistic scenario, which takes into account the fact that not 
all planned new builds will be implemented, still estimates a 
labor-demand peak of 35,000 people. This number does not even 
take into account upstream supply chain labor involved in the 
manufacture of equipment and components.

Closely linked to the issue of overall labor shortages, is the specific 
challenge of having enough suitably qualified and experienced 
engineers. The high number of new build projects undertaken by 
owners with only low or moderate levels of experience typically 
necessitates the integration of a strong Owner’s Engineer into 
the owner’s project team. The engineer’s role is to represent 
the owner’s interest with suppliers and to act as an extension of 
the owner’s project team. At the same time, the project team 
itself needs a sufficient number of people with the required 

competences to act as intelligent customers. Nuclear regulators 
today typically adhere to the intelligent customer principle, 
requiring the owner’s project team to retain sufficient technical 
knowledge of the services being provided by a third party to 
specify requirements competently and manage quality delivery of 
the services.

In an optimistic scenario, a peak of 6,500 nuclear, conventional 
and civil engineers will be needed by engineering consultancies, 
suppliers and owners in Europe within the next decade. Even 
in a more realistic scenario, the Arthur D. Little study estimates 
that over 3,000 people will be required (see figure 8).

As a consequence of the labor situation in the nuclear new build 
field, there is a general need for the nuclear industry to attract 
young professionals and to invest in education, training and 
convincing career prospects. At a project level, owners facing 
tight labor supply need to achieve a good understanding of the 
resources and skills they require over time and the skills they 
already have within their own domain. It is clear that the issue of 
labor needs to move up the strategic agenda for project owners. 

Figure 8. Engineering labor demand in Europe for nuclear 
new build (status June 2010)

1) Suppliers, Owner’s Engineers, owners and project teams themselves
Source: Arthur D. Little Analysis
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Figure 7. Overall labor demand in Europe for nuclear new 
build (status June 2010)
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As building new nuclear power plants is one of the most 
complex technical undertakings that currently exist due to 
extremely high quality requirements and standards, owners 
frequently face tremendous financial risks (see figure 9). 

Typical investment of €5bn per unit and long project-execution 
times of around 12–15 years from first feasibility studies to 
the start of commercial operations impose a high degree of 
uncertainty. Tight regulation in many countries, including rigid 
safety requirements, challenging financing requirements and 
public reluctance, add further complexity that needs to be 
handled professionally.

The Arthur D. Little study reveals that inaccurate understanding 
of project risks and inaccurate prioritization of critical activities 
often lead to significant delays and budget overruns. Projects 
in Finland (Olkiluoto 3), the US (South Texas 3&4) and France 
(Flamanville 3) have demonstrated these risks dramatically.

Detailed assessment of several past and current nuclear new 
build ventures and in-depth discussions with more than 30 
industry members across the nuclear supply chain indicate 
several factors that led to cost overruns. These could have been 
mitigated by the owner and/or suppliers if proper management 
had been applied. They are:

 n start of construction before design completion (including 
changes imposed by owner)

 n insufficient	incorporation	of	regulatory	requirements	into	
design and lack of reliability of licensing process 

 n insufficient	schedule	integration	and	communication	 
between suppliers and owner

 n lack of strategic and operational planning by the owner (pro-
cesses, activities, milestones)

 n insufficient	control	and	progression	of	the	new	build	project	
(time, costs, quality)

 n poor	interface	definition	and	management	between	involved	
parties (including language handling)

 n hesitant	implementation	of	countermeasures	for	identified	
risks and constraints

 n lack	of	timely	provision	of	suitably	qualified	and	experienced	
staff (owner and suppliers)

In addition to these key challenges, discussions with members 
of the different functional areas of new build projects, such 
as engineering, commercial, licensing and legal, reveal that a 
lack of understanding of other departments’ requirements and 
the natural interdependencies between the different tasks of 
a project’s subject areas often delay decision-making. This is 
amplified by an unspoken reluctance among project members to 
deal with the high degree of uncertainty involved in nuclear new 
build, which sometimes impedes progression of the project.

All these issues show that, while the technical complexity 
of nuclear new build is widely recognised, the management 
challenges are often underestimated and call for professional 
management of nuclear new build ventures.

Nuclear New Build Challenges

1) Estimates, project in progress (South Texas construction not started, yet)
2) In EUR (conversion date 2010, May 20th)
3) Initial overnight estimate 2005, cost update in 2008 
Source: Arthur D. Little Analysis

Figure 9. Cost overrun per KW of selected nuclear new 
build projects (status June 2010)
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Practitioners’ Lessons Learned

The Arthur D. Little study reveals that countries and utility 
companies planning a nuclear new build should heed the 
following lessons:

1.		 The	first	requirement	for	a	nuclear	new	build	project	is	a	
well-structured and thoroughly organized approach  
specifying activities, roles and responsibilities, the  
organizational structure over time, and a master plan in  
order to avoid surprises and speed up project execution.

2. Especially for joint-venture new build projects, owners need 
to	define	effective	decision-making,	steering	and	governance	
mechanisms. These mechanisms must ensure a transparent, 
reliable	but	still	flexible	and	broadly	accepted	decision-making	
process by owners and the project team alike. Within this 
approach, a criteria-based stage-gate process should give 
guidance to the joint venture’s shareholders regarding their 
role in verifying and signing off major decisions.

3. Owners should not overestimate their own skills and  
management capabilities and their ambitions should be  
realistic. For owners with only limited or moderate  
experience, for example, an EPC (turnkey) approach with a 
limited owner’s scope and contractual structure based on 
a hybrid-pricing model is often the best solution to balance 
risks and price.

4. Deciding on the reactor technology too early cuts negotiating 
power	and	strategic	flexibility.	Procurement	needs	to	be	 
subject to as much competition as possible while closely 
considering technology selection and licensing needs. This 
calls for the development of an optimal procurement approach 
for	the	plant,	often	including	pre-qualification	of	suppliers.

5. Just signing one or more delivery contracts for the plant (e.g. 
EPC	contracts)	is	not	sufficient.	Achieving	a	high	degree	of	
design maturity (nuclear, conventional and balance of plant) 
prior	to	contract	fixing	is	needed	as	a	baseline	for	achieving	
a well-structured contract. Here, early works contracts with 
more than one nuclear supplier help to establish this baseline.

6. Nuclear new build is not only about selecting the right  
technology and signing a contract with a consortium.  
The	matter	of	financing	the	nuclear	power	plant,	including	 
financial	engineering,	needs	to	be	handled	with	the	same	
care. It needs to be addressed early during project  
development	to	secure	a	reliable	financing	scheme.

These lessons and others from ongoing nuclear new builds 
show that project success depends on a combination of factors. 
However, project decision-makers rarely manage projects from 
a holistic perspective and underestimate the interdependencies 
that exists between important project activities. Again, the 
lessons learned provide evidence that the management 
challenge of nuclear new build must not be underestimated.
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Nuclear New Build Framework

Source: Arthur D. Little

Figure 10. Arthur D. Little nuclear new build framework
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As the risk of shortages in long lead items (esp. large forgings) is lower than often expected 
by owners, good planning of the project ought be sufficient to address this risk

Demand and Supply of Large Forging Sets1) Demand and Supply of Large Forging Sets for EPR
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A Nuclear New Build Framework: Market/Supply Chain Analysis
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At present, nuclear new build enjoys a worldwide renaissance. Several countries worldwide 
have abandoned their former reluctance with regard to nuclear new build

Number of Nuclear Power Plant New Builds
- Global Planned Development until 2040 -

Multitude of new builds might lead to global shortage in long lead item (e.g. heavy forgings), limitation 
of utilities' negotiation power towards vendors as well as worldwide shortage of skilled labour

562 61 61 106

Regional Breakdown of Nuclear New Builds
- Global Planned Development until 2040 -

Total 562

Source: Client example - World Nuclear Association, Arthur D. Little

A Nuclear New Build Framework: Market/Supply Chain Analysis
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Although value chain integration of leading nuclear vendors varies Rosatom and Areva are 
still the only companies which are fully integrated

Value Chain Integration
leading Nuclear Vendors

1) JV announcement in 2009 with Techsnabexport OJSC (Atomenergoprogm subsidiary); 2) JV announcement in 2010 with Westinghouse to form „Advance 
Uranium Asset Management, Ltd.“; Joint Venture between Toshiba, General Electric and Hitachi to provide fuel services
Source: Client example - World Nuclear Association, World Nuclear News, Company Webpages, Arthur D. Little
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The investment for a nuclear new build consists of several important cost items, which have 
specific cost drivers and different impact on price escalation

1) Determined by financing structure; 2) EPC = Engineering, Procurement, Construction contract (i.e. basically turnkey); 3) FOAKE = First Of A Kind Engineering 
Source: Client example - MIT 2003/2009, Chicago 2004, Arthur D. Little
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Indirect costs

Structures & 
improvements

Reactor plant equip.

Turbine plant equip.

Electric plant equip.

Misc. plant equip.

Main cond. heat rej. 
system

Construction services

Engineering & home 
office services

Field supervision & 
field office services

Escalation / 
Inflation

∑

∑

∑∑

Total capital 
costs

Project Develop-
ment Costs

f

85%

10%

5%

13%

6%

6%

14%

21%

15%

4%

3%

3%

25%

60%

100%
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X-Axis = Year of operation (projection); Y-Axis = Overnight Cost (2010US$/kW*10^3); All costs are in 2010 US$/kW calculated with average inflation of 2.5% p.a.
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Study Proposed Plants in the US Built Plants in Japan + Korea

Current new builds Vendor / Utility Built Plants in the US

Study Proposed Plants in the US Built Plants in the USBuilt Plants in Japan + Korea Vendor / UtilityCurrent new builds

Assessing other new build projects shows that proposed plants in the U.S. show an upward 
tendency in costs – Only Japan and Korea seem to be able to profit from learning curves

B Nuclear New Build Framework: Finance/Business Case
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The financial model comprising the business case of a nuclear power plant, consists of 
several modules

Financial Model Nuclear New Build

Construction Operation Decommissioning

CAPEX model OPEX model

Cost Model
CAPEX during 

operation model1)

Decommissioning
and final disposal
costs estimates

Income from 
operation

1 2 3

4

5

B Nuclear New Build Framework: Finance/Business Case

Source: Client example - MIT 2003/2009, Chicago 2004, Arthur D. Little
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Each new build process stays in exchange with one or more other nuclear new build 
processes, requiring clear definition of collaboration points

Process “Feasibility and Development” – Process Interfaces

Knowledge management, project and project management documentation

Initiation and monitoring of
analysis of licensing requirements

Initiation and monitoring of
preparation of public relations

Initiation and monitoring of
internal communication of project status

Initiation and monitoring of
preparation of stakeholder management

Initiation and monitoring of
planning of licensing process

Initiation and monitoring of
public relations and stakeholder management

Initiation and monitoring of creation of licensing 
documents and execution of licensing process

Process “Feasibility and Development”

Initiation ConceptionProject
phase

Documentation and
Knowledge Mgmt.

Authorisation and
Regulation

Public Relations and
Stakeholder Mgmt.

Internal Project
Communication

Interfaces

Source: client example - Arthur D. Little
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Arthur D. Little’s project landscape helps the owner’s staff to get a common understanding on 
the master plan of the new build – Each task is described in detail

Screening

Conception Contracting1) Licensing1) Construction Commissio-
ning

Site Management

Feasibility and Development Project Coordination and Control

Contract and Claim Management
Procurement

Commissioning

Quality Assurance and Control

Documentation and Knowledge Management

Authorization and Regulation

IT Management

Public Relations and Stakeholder Management

Risk Management

Internal Project Communication
Human Resource and Manpower Management

Technical Execution and Construction
Commercial Execution

InitiationScreening

Project Portfolio Management
New Build Governance

Project in-
dependent

Phase

Project
related

Process

Nuclear Safety, Health, Environmental Protection (SHE) and Security

7 Phases structure workflow according to time and chief outcome
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1) Note: phases in example refer to a turnkey approach
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Core Processes Support Processes In Core Processes integrated Processes
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Resource requirements within the project company’s organization itself increase on an aver-
age calculation based on an extended EPC approach to > 130 FTE during construction

Manpower Loading Curve
– Core and extended Team Project Organization by Subject Area1 –

Initiation Conception (PD 1) Contracting (PD 2) Licensing Construction Commissioning

Staff Level (FTE): Average Values

Engineering

Construction

Safety/Licensing

Quality Management

Finance/Commercial

Central Activities (incl. Admin.)

Public Relations

General Project Management

Project Initiation Team

Engineering

Construction

Safety/Licensing

Quality Management

Finance/Commercial

Central Activities (incl. Admin.)

Public Relations

General Project Management

Project Initiation Team

150

10

30

50

70

90

110

130

1)  Based on Turnkey with defined owner’s scope, EIA, site investigation and quality inspections partly outsourced to external contractors
2)  FTE = Full Time Equivalents
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little
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During application for the construction license, the project Organization is already fully 
established with regard to its sub-projects and support areas

Chief Engineer
Site and Civil1

Site Design
Engineer

Chief Engineer
Plant Integration

Project Manager
Construction

Project Manager
Engineering

Administration
Staff/Secretary

Project Manager
Safety/Licensing

CEO/ General
Project Manager

Board of Directors

Public Relations
Manager

Chief Engineer
Nuclear1

Chief Engineer
Mechanical1

Chief Engineer
Electrical and I&C1

Nuclear Safety
Manager

Waste/Decom-
missioning Mgr.

Environmental
Impact Manager

Nuclear Licen-
sing Manager

KM and Documen-
tation Controller

Occupational Sa-
fety/Health Mgr.

Planning/Sche-
duling Manager

Coordinator
Project Office

Scheduler

Project
Controller

Security Functions
Manager

Quality Manager

Coordinator
Quality Management

Supplier Quality
Program Auditor

Project Manager
Finance/Commercial

Chief Engineer
Owner’s Scope

Procurement
Engineer

Chief Engineer
Site Supervision1

Subject Area
Site Supervisor

Financial
Analyst

Contract and
Claim Manager

Purchaser

Training and
HR Manager

AccountantRadiation Protection
Manager

Quality Assurer

Quality Documen-
tation Controller

Core (and Extended) Team Project Organization
Licensing Phase

Core Team Extended Team Full-Time Role Part-Time Role
Note: Support from Line Organization and external contractors not shown
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Change compared to previous phase
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Task

Due to the high number of possible combinations of procurement elements, a broad option 
space of alternatives needs to be decided to form the procurement strategy

“High Level” Option Space for a Procurement Approach

A

B

Decision Points

Contract Approach

Supplier Structure

Owner’s Scope

A.1

A.2

A.3

Contract Model

Pricing Model

Procurement Process

A.5

A.4

B.1

Legal FrameworkB.2

Tender DocumentsB.3

Bid Evaluation ProcedureB.4
CLA = Construction License Application EPC = Engineering, Procurement Construction, NSSS = Nuclear Steam Supply System
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Island Component

Without Owner’s Engineer

Only NSSS as
EPC Contractor

Allowing of all 
Consortiums/Offers

Limited Owner’s Scope No Owner’s Scope

Lump Sum Open Book

ICC EIC ICE …

Without Pre-Qualification

1 CLA Preparation Multiple CL Preparations

EPC Contract before
Preparation of CLs

EPC Contract after
Preparation of CLs

Federal Law State Law

Classical Tendering Approach

Pre-Defined Components
and Pricing Options

No Pre-Defined
Pricing Options

Turnkey

With Owner’s Engineer

Only EPC AE as EPC 
Contractor

Maximum Owner’s Scope

Hybrid

FIDIC

With Pre-Qualification

2 CL Preparations

EPC Contract in Parallel
with Preparation of CLs

EU Law

Functional Tendering Approach

Structured Bid Evaluation Process with Functional Evaluation Teams

Pre-Defined Pricing Opti-
ons (but no Components)

Successively Fix Price during Detailed Design Phase

Vendor
Selection
Process

Contractual
Set-Up

Island Component

Without Owner’s Engineer

Only NSSS as
EPC Contractor

Allowing of all 
Consortiums/Offers

Limited Owner’s Scope No Owner’s Scope

Lump Sum Open Book

ICC EIC ICE …

Without Pre-Qualification

1 CLA Preparation Multiple CL Preparations

EPC Contract before
Preparation of CLs

EPC Contract after
Preparation of CLs

Federal Law State Law

Classical Tendering Approach

Pre-Defined Components
and Pricing Options

No Pre-Defined
Pricing Options

Turnkey

With Owner’s Engineer

Only EPC AE as EPC 
Contractor

Maximum Owner’s Scope

Hybrid

FIDIC

With Pre-Qualification

2 CL Preparations

EPC Contract in Parallel
with Preparation of CLs

EU Law

Functional Tendering Approach

Structured Bid Evaluation Process with Functional Evaluation Teams

Pre-Defined Pricing Opti-
ons (but no Components)

Successively Fix Price during Detailed Design Phase

Illustrative Procurement RouteLegend:
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one contract
one
con-
tract

The view on how “E”, “P” and “C” responsibilities are shared (also within turnkey contracts) 
is very important for the decision on the most feasible Procurement Approach

Note: E = Engineering, P = Procurement, C = Construction (incl. Construction Management); 1) Requires an additional contract for interface management and plant 
integration if not done by owner himself
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Turnkey Approach split into Phases

Standard Island Approach

Nuclear Island

Turbine Island

Balance of Plant
one

contract

one contract

Full Turnkey Approach

Strict Island Approach

Nuclear Island

Turbine Island

Balance of Plant

Activity
E P C

Engineering, 
Procurement, 
Construction 
negotiated for 
each island in
one phase
All island contract 
designed and 
agreed in parallel

Engineering, 
Procurement, 
Construction 
negotiated for
the entire plant
Closure of the 
plant EPC contract 
in only one phase 
achieved

“E” and “P”, negotia-
ted for NI and TI se-
parately in parallel
BoP negotiated 
including “C” for the 
entire plant.
Most consortiums 
handle responsibi-
lities’ split internally 
in this way

Engineering, 
Procurement 
negotiated and 
agreed for the
entire plant first.
Construction part 
handled separately
in a later phase

Activity
E P C

Nuclear Island

Turbine Island

Balance of Plant

one contract

one contract

one contract

Activity
E P C

Nuclear Island

Turbine Island

Balance of Plant

Activity
E P C

one contract

one contract
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Central element of the different project approaches is the procurement strategy, defining the 
best approach of selecting the final nuclear vendor out of different possibilities

Selective Competiti-
on with min. 2 OEMs

Description

Pros

Competitive 
Dialogue1)

Unilateral coop. with 
1 OEM under a LOI

Bidders present scheme 
and selection made on 
standard items such as 
program management 
capability

Bidders present scheme 
and selection made 
through competitive 
dialogue

Selection made on the 
basis of business case 
drivers only (e.g. size of 
unit, regulatory risks) 
and/or technology choice

Would instigate an 
alliance approach and 
set tone for a successful 
project

Fastest vendor selection 
option with possibility to 
start and finish as early 
as possible

Cons

May not provide the best 
value for money due to 
lower negotiation power 
than with competitive 
tender process

Option with potentially 
the highest costs due to 
missing negotiation 
power

Competitive 
Bidding Process

Standard restricted 
competitive tender 
process

Potentially could give 
cheapest solution if real 
choice is available and 
well defined contracts 
are established

Longest timeframe and 
vendors may not be 
willing to invest bidding 
costs since potential 
vendors are limited

Faster vendor selection 
than with competitive 
dialogue

May not provide the best 
value for money due to 
lower negotiation power 
and less available facts 
to select vendor

Highest
(low negotiation power)

Lowest
(high negotiation power)

Lowest
(shortest vendor selection time)Highest

(longest vendor selection time)

Vendor Costs

Project Duration

1) Under law of European Union. Currently legally not feasible in countries such as Switzerland, which are non EU member
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

Tender Mode
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By defining and implementing a number of steering instruments, the utility’s influence accor-
ding to its own objectives within the new build joint venture can be secured more effectively

Steering Areas

Decision Channels:

Steering Elements

• Service Level Agreements

• Directives and Work Instructions

• Staffing Rights 

• Information Reflux/Reporting

• Utility Auditing Rights

• Mirror Organization

Shareholder Agreement + Annexes

Nuclear Governance Conformance

Follow widely Utility’s Regulations

Steering
Instruments

Implemented
after JV Setup

Basis
Defined during JV setup

Steering
Objectives

Defined ongoing

1

2

3

4

5

6

Decision Competencies

Resources Processes

Organization

JV Steering Bodies1

Partner(s) Utility

Respon-
sibilities

JV

Mirror Organization

Nuclear Governance

1) E.g. Board of Directors, Project Management (General Project Mgr. + Sub-Project Mgr.) of New Build
Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little
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Association
Ownership and
Share Issues

Distribution of percentage of shares, transfer of shares and joining of additional partners
Name, location and legal form of (project) company
Objective of company and usage rights of produced electricity
Establishment of Board of Directors and appointment of Managing Director (General Project Manager)
Authorised Signatures

Management Issues
and Decision Making

Composition of Board of Directors and voting approach for board decisions
Allocation of management functions (in particular as minority shareholder, e.g. Project Manager Engineering)
Allocation of decision rights in particular working areas (e.g. design selection, project staffing, supplier selection)
– Assignment to Board of Directors
– Assignment to Management Team (project company)
– Assignment to Parent Company Council
Resolution of deadlocks (e.g. exit if safety and efficiency of plants is of concern)

Governance
and Contribution

Access to an exchange of operational project information (with regard to Nuclear Governance requirements)
Ability to contribute proactively and to ensure learning from project
– Staffing of key functions
– Support based on service level agreements

Financing Issues

Equity and debts financing (incl. issuance of new shares)
Budgeting mechanisms, liability for profits and losses and cost sharing
Accounting, financing period and compliance with financial obligations
Dealing with insolvency

Joint Venture
Implementation

Risk management/ sharing  approach
Project plan and establishment of working groups
Periods of reviews and updating of plan
Establishment of steering groups and working groups

In Shareholder Agreement critical issues setting out the legally binding framework for acting 
of the joint venture are agreed by all partners during transaction phase of the JV

Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little
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The structure especially of balanced Joint Ventures demands the utility to prepare the 
preferred “opinion” on certain decision matters for its representatives soundly

What does it mean for the utility:

– to have influence in the JV?
– to steer the joint venture?
– to participate in decisions?

In which topics/ areas wants the 
utility to have an active stake?

Where should certain decisions 
on certain topics being taken?

How does the utility come to a 
sound opinion

– to secure its overall influence 
over the partner (as parent)?

– to convince the partner in JV 
board meetings?

– to bring its opinion into the 
project Organization itself?

…

Interaction Structure balanced (50:50) Nuclear New Build Joint Venture Lead Questions

predefined
own opinions

predefined
partner opinions

predefined
partner opinions

predefined
own opinions

Utility internal Decision BodyInternal Decision
Making Partner

black boxblack box

Utility internal Decision Making Task Force1

Technical

Expert pool involved on case-by-case basis

Commercial Licensing Planning

Task Force Coordinator

…...Central
Unit Rep.

Local
Market

Unit Rep.

Achieving
Partner Opinion

Proposals
Decisions

JV Board of Directors

Partner
50%

Utility
50%

JV Escalation Council

Partner
CEO

Utility
CEO

Decisions
Conflicts

Joint Venture Organization

JV Management Board

General + Sub-Project Mgr.

Achieving
Project Opinion Achieving Utility (own) Opinion

Information
Project reports
Drafts of directives
Decision proposals
…

Information
Project reports
Drafts of directives
Decision proposals
…

Does not work for the 
project, works for uti lity 

internally only

Soundly evaluated opinions
based on utility’s own criteria

Unit A …… … On
Order

Utility
Support

Partner
Support

Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little
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Modeling New Build Processes, Roles and Responsibilities

To advance the new build processes and corresponding activities a flexible Nuclear New Build 
Process Modeller has been developed to support continuous process improvement

Involved 
roles

Responsi-
bilities

Project 
phases

about 500 
process 
activities

Model can be used as check-list and roadmap when initiating new projects, as “parking lot” for topics 
to be handled in detail as well as tool to derive automated (high-level) role profiles for project staffing

I Nuclear New Build Framework: Tools and Templates

Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little
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Source: Arthur D. Little

After defining the basic setup for a new build, a project needs a reliable communication plan 
to satisfy all internal and external stakeholders and to minimize public conflict

SH3SC2PL1

Intranet page

E-Mail newsletter
Distribution of monthly reports and steering committee presentations

Team Member Profile Book

Presentation within the scope of noontime talks
Regular project meetings (e.g. quarterly)

Image booklet (e.g. flyer)

Executive manager newsletter
Internet articles (e.g. interviews)

Employee newspaper
Exhibitions

External Project 
Communication/
Public Relations

Dialogue events

Give-aways (e.g. poster, scaled model)
Team events (e.g. in combination with Project day / fair)

Project Kick-Off

Comprehensive 
Information of
Project Team

ResponsibleCommunication MeasuresObjectives

1) PL = Project Leader; 2) SC = Steering Committee; 3) = Project Shareholders
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A central risk storage, which includes the EPC mechanisms helps the owner to address all 
risks centrally by taking suppliers perspective into account

Objective is to shift all risks to the point where they can be controlled in the possible manner

EPC Risk Tool

Arthur D. Little EPC Risk Management Tool

Central storage of 
all (EPC) risks

Assignment Risks 
to EPC Mechanism

Price

Quality

Schedule

…

Description of 
Mitigation:

Needed actions

Probability

Financial impact

…

Inclusion of risks in 
text of EPC contract

client
client

client
client

Source: Client example - Arthur D. Little

I Nuclear New Build Framework: Tools and Templates

Based on the results of the nuclear new build study and project 
experience from several engagements in the nuclear field, 
Arthur D. Little has developed a comprehensive framework to 
help owners establish and define a well-structured approach to 
developing and managing their new build ventures from a  
strategically relevant and holistic perspective (see figure 10).

The framework covers all the elements that need to be 
addressed from a strategic and management perspective. 
The framework helps owners set a clear baseline for the 
project, reducing the inherent risks of nuclear new build and 
empowering the project team to develop and implement nuclear 
new build according to quality, cost and schedule.
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Contacts
If you would like more information or to arrange an informal discussion on the issues raised here and  
how they affect your business, please contact:

Austria 
Dr. Matthias von Bechtolsheim  
bechtolsheim.m@adlittle.com

Italy  
Saverio Caldani 
caldani.saverio@adlittle.com

Belgium  
Kurt Baes 
baes.kurt@adlittle.com

Japan 
Hiroshi Shimizu 
shimizu.hiroshi@adlittle.com
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Jesus Portal    
portal.jesus@adlittle.com

Korea 
Daesoon Hong  
hong.daesoon@adlittle.com 

Sweden  
Bo Lenerius  
lenerius.bo@adlittle.com

Czech Republic  
Dean Brabec  
brabec.dean@adlittle.com

Middle East  
Thomas Kuruvilla 
kuruvilla.thomas@adlittle.com

Switzerland 
Dr. Matthias von Bechtolsheim  
bechtolsheim.m@adlittle.com

France  
Franck Herbaux    
herbaux.franck@adlittle.com 

The Netherlands  
Martijn Eikelenboom    
eikelenboom.martijn@adlittle.com

UK 
Stephen J. Rogers   
rogers.stephen@adlittle.com

Germany  
Dr. Matthias von Bechtolsheim  
bechtolsheim.m@adlittle.com

Portugal  
Grant Greatrex  
greatrex.grant@adlittle.com

USA  
Rodolfo Guzman   
guzman.r@adlittle.com 
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Arthur D. Little

As the world’s first consultancy, Arthur D. Little has been 
at the forefront of innovation for more than 125 years. We 
are acknowledged as a thought leader in linking strategy, 
technology and innovation. Our consultants consistently 
develop enduring next generation solutions to master our 
clients’ business complexity and to deliver sustainable  
results suited to the economic reality of each of our clients.  
Arthur D. Little has offices in the most important business 
cities around the world. We are proud to serve many of the 
Fortune 500 companies globally, in addition to other leading 
firms and public sector organizations.

For further information please visit 

www.adl.com
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Nuclear Power Station Grohnde, Germany

Electricity is the lifeblood of a country’s quality 
of living. The pressurized water reactor Grohnde 
is among the top-10 most productive nuclear 
power plants in the world. With a net installed 
capacity of 1,360MW, it ensures constant 
base-load electricity, free of greenhouse-gas 
emissions, to private households, industrial 
companies and the public.


